
The O’Connor family consumes 20 jugs of milk in 4 weeks. How much milk will

the family require for 8 weeks? 

Pete bought 20 sets of crayons as return gifts for his daughter’s birthday party. 

He spent a total of $60 on the purchase. Find the cost of 9 crayon sets.

Gwenna uses 4 tomatoes to prepare soup for 2 guests. How many tomatoes 

will she require to make soup for 6 guests?

Janice drove 360 miles in 6 hours. If she travels at a constant rate, calculate the

distance she will cover in 7 hours.

Kayla used 3 cups of �our to bake 24 mu�ns. How many mu�ns can Kayla 

bake with 4 cups of �our? 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6) Rachel divided 105 strawberries equally into 7 boxes. How many strawberries 

will 5 such boxes contain?
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The O’Connor family consumes 20 jugs of milk in 4 weeks. How much milk will

the family require for 8 weeks? 

Pete bought 20 sets of crayons as return gifts for his daughter’s birthday party. 

He spent a total of $60 on the purchase. Find the cost of 9 crayon sets.

Gwenna uses 4 tomatoes to prepare soup for 2 guests. How many tomatoes 

will she require to make soup for 6 guests?

Janice drove 360 miles in 6 hours. If she travels at a constant rate, calculate the

distance she will cover in 7 hours.

Kayla used 3 cups of �our to bake 24 mu�ns. How many mu�ns can Kayla 

bake with 4 cups of �our? 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6) Rachel divided 105 strawberries equally into 7 boxes. How many strawberries 

will 5 such boxes contain?

5 jugs of milk/week ; 40 jugs of milk 

$3/crayon set ; $27

2 tomatoes/guest ; 12 tomatoes

60 miles/hour ; 420 miles

8 mu�ns/cup of �our ; 32 mu�ns

15 strawberries/box ; 75 strawberries

Answer key
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Thirty bouquets contain 750 rose stems. How many rose stems will 9 such

bouquets hold?

Five concrete blocks weigh a total of 140 lb. How much will 8 concrete blocks

weigh?

Ken took 64 minutes to walk 4 miles on a �at terrain. If he walked at a constant 

rate, how long would it take Ken to complete 5 miles?

Brett’s orchard has 98 pear trees in 14 rows. How many number of trees can be

found in 8 rows?

A bag of dog food contains a total of 160 cups. How many cups was the dog 

fed each day, if the food lasted 40 days? What amount of food will the dog 

require for 95 days?

Shop-mart makes an o�er price of $8 for 2 packs of raspberries. What amount 

will a customer pay for 12 packs of raspberries? 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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Thirty bouquets contain 750 rose stems. How many rose stems will 9 such

bouquets hold?

Five concrete blocks weigh a total of 140 lb. How much will 8 concrete blocks

weigh?

Ken took 64 minutes to walk 4 miles on a �at terrain. If he walked at a constant 

rate, how long would it take Ken to complete 5 miles?

Brett’s orchard has 98 pear trees in 14 rows. How many number of trees can be

found in 8 rows?

A bag of dog food contains a total of 160 cups. How many cups was the dog 

fed each day, if the food lasted 40 days? What amount of food will the dog 

require for 95 days?

25 rose stems/bouquet ; 225 rose stems

$4/pack of raspberries ; $48

28 lb/concrete block ; 224 lb

16 minutes/mile ; 80 minutes

7 trees/row ; 56 trees

4 cups/day ; 380 cups

Shop-mart makes an o!er price of $8 for 2 packs of raspberries. What amount 

will a customer pay for 12 packs of raspberries? 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Answer key
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A retailer manages to sell 120 food processors in 6 days. If they were sold at a 

constant rate, how many of them were purchased in 4 days ?

Vanessa, a dressmaker requires 49 yards of fabric to stitch 7 evening gowns.

If she needs to stitch up 13 such gowns, how many yards of fabric will Vanessa

need?

Ben and his friend, Jack went to catch the latest �ick at the nearest movie 

theater. They spent $12 for 2 buckets of popcorn. Find the cost for 7 buckets 

of popcorn.

Diana completes 205 jumping jacks in 5 minutes at a constant rate. How many

jumping jacks did she accomplish in 2 minutes?

A publishing company managed to sell 196 copies of a new book in one week.

If they were sold a constant rate, how many books did they sell in 5 days?

Deal-o-deals o�ers a pack of 4 solar-powered lights for $16. What amount will 

a customer pay on the purchase of 24 such lights?

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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A retailer manages to sell 120 food processors in 6 days. If they were sold at a 

constant rate, how many of them were purchased in 4 days ?

Vanessa, a dressmaker requires 49 yards of fabric to stitch 7 evening gowns.

If she needs to stitch up 13 such gowns, how many yards of fabric will Vanessa

need?

Ben and his friend, Jack went to catch the latest �ick at the nearest movie 

theater. They spent $12 for 2 buckets of popcorn. Find the cost for 7 buckets 

of popcorn.

Diana completes 205 jumping jacks in 5 minutes at a constant rate. How many

jumping jacks did she accomplish in 2 minutes?

A publishing company managed to sell 196 copies of a new book in one week.

If they were sold a constant rate, how many books did they sell in 5 days?

Deal-o-deals o�ers a pack of 4 solar-powered lights for $16. What amount will 

a customer pay on the purchase of 24 such lights?

20 food processors/day ; 80 food processors

7 yards of fabric/gown ; 91 yards of fabric

$6/bucket of popcorn ; $42

41 jumping jacks/minute ; 82 jumping jacks

28 books/day ; 140 books

$4/light ; $96

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Answer key
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Gemma bought 4 pairs of jeans for $92 during an Easter sale. What will be the 

cost for 5 pairs of jeans?

Amy drove 144 miles and used up 6 gallons of gas. Find the distance covered 

on her return trip, if her engine consumed only 5 gallons of gas.

The local deli used up 8 loaves of bread to make sandwiches. If they were cut 

up into 128 slices in all, �nd the number of slices contained in 6 loaves. 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Veronica earns $60 for 5 hours of babysitting. How much will she get paid for

8 hours of work?

Jose collected 24 box top coupons and uses 3 sheets to glue all the coupons. 

How many coupons can be glued onto 4 sheets? 

‘Satin Brick’ at Newark comprises 21 apartments spread over 7 !oors. How

many apartments do 5 !oors of the building contain?
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Gemma bought 4 pairs of jeans for $92 during an Easter sale. What will be the 

cost for 5 pairs of jeans?

Amy drove 144 miles and used up 6 gallons of gas. Find the distance covered 

on her return trip, if her engine consumed only 5 gallons of gas.

The local deli used up 8 loaves of bread to make sandwiches. If they were cut 

up into 128 slices in all, �nd the number of slices contained in 6 loaves. 

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Veronica earns $60 for 5 hours of babysitting. How much will she get paid for

8 hours of work?

Jose collected 24 box top coupons and uses 3 sheets to glue all the coupons. 

How many coupons can be glued onto 4 sheets? 

‘Satin Brick’ at Newark comprises 21 apartments spread over 7 !oors. How

many apartments do 5 !oors of the building contain?

$23/pair of jeans ; $115

24 miles/gallon of gas ; 120 miles

16 slices/loaf ; 96 slices

$12/hour ; $96

8 box top coupons/sheet ; 32 coupons

3 apartments/�oor ; 15 apartments

Answer key
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How many passengers can travel in 3 trolleybuses, if nine such buses  

accommodates a total of 288 passengers? 

Jill arranged 30 plates in two racks of her kitchen cabinet. What number of 

plates can �t in 6 such racks?

Emily organized a working lunch for employees during a training session.

If 3 sandwich platters are priced at $93, how much will she be billed for 5 

such sandwich platters?

Jenna checked into a hotel in Athens for a 5-day vacation. If she was charged

$495 for her stay, how much will an 8-day stay cost?

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Shirley has enrolled for violin classes. She puts in a total of 14 hours of practice

in a week. Find the number of hours spent on practice over a 10 day period.

A home furnishing store sells 6 chairs for $900. Vivienne buys 2 such chairs for 

her new home. How much did she spend on the purchase? 
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How many passengers can travel in 3 trolleybuses, if nine such buses  

accommodates a total of 288 passengers? 

Jill arranged 30 plates in two racks of her kitchen cabinet. What number of 

plates can �t in 6 such racks?

Emily organized a working lunch for employees during a training session.

If 3 sandwich platters are priced at $93, how much will she be billed for 5 

such sandwich platters?

Jenna checked into a hotel in Athens for a 5-day vacation. If she was charged

$495 for her stay, how much will an 8-day stay cost?

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Shirley has enrolled for violin classes. She puts in a total of 14 hours of practice

in a week. Find the number of hours spent on practice over a 10 day period.

A home furnishing store sells 6 chairs for $900. Vivienne buys 2 such chairs for 

her new home. How much did she spend on the purchase? 

32 passengers/trolleybus ; 96 passengers

15 plates/rack ; 90 plates

$31/sandwich platter ; $155

$99/day ; $792

2 hours/day ; 20 hours 

$150/chair ; $300

Answer key
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